Bus Ticket
Rs. 30/-

Entry Ticket
Valley of Flowers, Museum and Audio – Visual Gallery, Statue of Unity, Sardar Sarovar Dam
Children (3 to 15 years) Rs. 60/-
Adult Rs. 120/-

Viewing-Gallery Ticket
Valley of Flowers, Museum and Audio – Visual Gallery, Statue of Unity, Sardar Sarovar Dam
Children (3 to 15 years) Rs. 200/-
Adult Rs. 350/-

Express Ticket
Rs. 1000/- Per Visitor

The World's Tallest Statue
"Statue of Unity"
182 meters

Tourist Guide

On-line Ticket Booking at www.soutickets.in

Timing:
9.00 AM to 5.00 PM

Statue of Unity – Will remain Closed on Monday

Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel Rashtriya Ekta Trust
www.statueofunity.in
**An Iconic Global Identity of United India – Statue of Unity**

A Tribute to Sardar Patel by building the world’s tallest statue

---

**Tourist Attractions**

**Shreshtha Bharat Bhavan**
- Wall of Unity
- Exhibition Hall/Museum
- Viewing Gallery (tickets available in slots of 2 hours)
  - Located at 135 m height at the chest of the statue with a capacity of about 200 visitors.
- A Memorial & Visitor Centre with provisions of a Cafeteria, Souvenir shop, Moving Plaza and Gardens.
- Projection Mapping Show (Time: Evening 7:00 pm - 8:00 pm)
- 182 m high statue of Sardar Patel built amidst Satpura & Vindhyachal Hill Ranges.
- Approximately 70,000 tonnes of cement, 18,500 tonnes of reinforcement steel, 6,000 tonnes of structural steel used in construction of the statue and 8 mm thick bronze cladding on the statue weighing 1,700 tonnes.
- The world’s tallest statue will provide a tremendous boost to the Tourism and as a consequence will result into an icon-based overall development of surrounding tribal areas of Gujarat.
- Drinking water and washroom facilities available.

---

**Wall of Unity**
- A huge Wall of Unity (50 ft x 15 ft) - an icon of National Unity is built near the Statue of Unity.
- The soil collected from 1,659,078 villages of different states of India has been used in its construction symbolising the unity in diversity.

---

**Exhibition Hall / Museum**

A huge Exhibition Hall covering an area of 4,647 square metre is provided in the pedestal portion of the ‘Statue of Unity’. The life of Sardar Patel, his contributions in India’s freedom movement against British rule and the merger of the princely states, the Shoobilpanchavat Wildlife Sanctuary, the life and culture of the tribal people of Gujarat and the Sardar Sarovar Dam are displayed through Audio-Visual show. This show gives a one-of-its-kind experience to the tourists.

---

**Projection Mapping (Light & Sound Show)**

- The Light and Sound Show using laser lights on the “Statue of Unity” showcases the life of Sardar Patel, his contributions in India’s freedom movement against British rule and the merger of the princely states.
- Time: Evening – 7:00 pm to 8:00 pm

---

**Valley of Flowers**

- “Valley of Flowers” stretched over 17 km on the banks of the Narmada River and spread over an area of 230 hectares, with an array of beautiful flowers that bloom round the year is a special attraction for the tourists.
- “Valley of Flowers” is on the Gora and Kevadia banks of the Narmada River.
- A place to view Sardar Sarovar Dam closely.

---

**Selfie Points**

---

**Food Court**

- Various mouth-watering and delicious cuisines are available for the tourists at the food court at nominal rates.
- A place to view Sardar Sarovar Dam closely.

---

**River-Bed Power House**

- A River-bed Power House with an installed capacity of 1200 MW.
- 6 Francis type Reversible Turbines of 200 MW capacity each.

---

**Sardar Sarovar Dam**

- One of the world’s largest concrete gravity dam - 1.2 km long and 163 metres high from the deepest foundation level.
- 30 radial gates weighing about 450 tonnes each.
- 23 Spillway gates (60 feet x 55 feet)
- 7 Auxiliary gates (60 feet x 60 feet)
- Drinking water and Wash room facilities

---

**Sardar Sarovar Dam from View Point No.3**

- For continuous flow of water in the river Narmada downstream of the dam, water from Sardar Sarovar Dam is released through Godbole gates.

---

**Godbole Gate**

---

**Tent City**

- 250 luxurious tents are provided at Dyke 3 and Dyke 4 of Narmada dam. This will provide the tourists a comfortable place to stay and enjoy the surrounding scenic beauty of nature.
- Tourists staying in these tents can also enjoy a wonderful sight of the huge water reservoir.

---

**Main Canal Head Regulator**

- Origin of 458 km long Narmada Main Canal.
- The world’s largest concrete-lined irrigation canal with a capacity of 40,000 cubic feet/second.
- Annually, 11.7 billion cubic metre of water is conveyed through this canal.

---

**Boating**

- Boating can be enjoyed at specially designated place on the upstream of the Dam.
- 214 km long reservoir with storage of 9560 Million Cubic Metre of water at Full Reservoir Level of 138.68 m.
- Panoramic view of Satpura and Vindhyachal Hill Ranges.